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MagBytes — the fine print 
This is a free New Zealand subscriber email info magazine from the NZ Apple news and info site mac-nz.com.
MagBytes tells you what’s happening and what’s new in the world of Apple every month, compiled from Mac NZ. 
Learn tips and how to do interesting things with your Macs and iDevices, and how to get more out of them. 
MagBytes is brought to you by Mark Webster, onetime editor of NZ Macguide magazine and a long-time trainer and commentator on Apple and the world of technology. 
Mark writes about Apple for a worldwide audience in Apple Watch on the NZ Herald online and at his Mac NZ Apple info site. You can store your issues of MagBytes on your HD, 
Thumb Drive  or CD, read it on screen, or even just drag it to iTunes (or to iBooks, in Mavericks) to have it appear on your iPhone and iPad (inside iBooks) next time you sync, or print it 
out – and you should feel free to pass it on. 
MagBytes is free to receive and you can opt out any time by sending an email here with ‘opt out’ in the subject line. The email list is guarded and private and held by Mac NZ for this 
purpose only.  
Find out more about the MagBytes Apple newsletter online (click on Mac NZ MagBytes Newsletter at top centre).

August 2014 ~ 
•2———Mac News ~ OS 10.10 

Beta 2 ~ event countdown ~ Flash 
~ Mouse ~ Contacts ~ Stock ~ 

deadlines ~ iOS battery life on Mac ~ 
RAM ~ Vice Presidents ~ Day One 

•4———Updates ~ Keynote ~ 
Creative Cloud ~ Pro updates ~ 

Safari ~ Parallels Desktop 10 
•5———Mac Help ~ In Northland, 

Auckland, Christchurch 
•6——— iOS & iDevice news ~ Uni 

apps ~ Healthkit ~ Star Walk 2 ~ 
iPhone 5 battery swap ~ US quake ~ 

Fudget ~ Max Gentleman ~ NodeBeat 
~water saviour ~ Panik ~ Emmy 

•8———Tips & Tricks ~ Golden 
Oldie Phone tips you may have 

forgotten ~ Mac OS’s finer Finder 
~ work faster with Smart Folders ~ 
The Home button on iPad/iPhone ~ 

Customising Finder sidebars 
•13———Shiny&New ~ Two new 

strong & protective cases from 
nuude you could win

Yosemite (Mac OS 10.10) is coming, perhaps as early as October. Meanwhile Apple is making announcements on 9th 
September, which we will hear about on 10th September NZ time.

I hope you enjoy this redesigned MagBytes, which should look more simpatico with the redesigned Mac NZ site.
There’s a chance to win one of two excellent new nuude iPad Air cases on the back page. 

Monthly NZ newsletter of  things Apple for your edification and delectationMagBytes

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
http://www.creativetech.net.nz
http://www.mac-nz.com
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/mac-planet/news/headlines.cfm?c_id=1502175
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http://www.mac-nz.com
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Mac News 10.10 Beta 2 ~ Event ~ Flash ~ Contacts ~ Apple mouse comic

more events will be added as they become 
available.

Apple mouse comic
Macworld and Rich Stevens of Diesel 
Sweeties present Multitouch Theater, a 
weekly cartoon about Macs, iOS, and 
everything in-between. You might like An 
oral history of Apple mice, part one.  
[No, it’s not called Maus.]

Flasher Adobe Flash
Flash Professional CC 2014 review: Minor 
tweaks a boon to developers — With 
Flash Professional CC 2014 Adobe is 
slowly pushing Flash as a universal vector 
animation tool for 
Web designers. 
No longer limited to 
Shockwave Flash 
(swf), Flash can 
export to other 
formats such as 
WebGL, SVG, and 
HTML5. 
This is great for 
long-time Flash 
developers 
who need this 
flexibility, but 
Flash Professional 

CC 2014 also includes new features that 
allow designers to enhance their creative 
potential.

OS 10.9 Contacts speeds entry
Previously, when entering addresses into 
OS X you had to copy the street address of 
a location, paste it into the street address 
field, copy the city name, paste it into its 
proper location, and so on. It was time-
consuming and occasionally addresses 
could be truncated due to copying mistakes.
In Mavericks, if you copy a full address, 
Contacts parses the information when you 
paste into the address field and separates 
the information into the proper sub-fields.

61 Hurstmere Road
Takapuna, North Shore
Auckland 0622
New Zealand

Sales and Support   09 486 1493
Service Department   09 486 1494
Sales and Support   sales@istorenz.com
Service Department   service@istorenz.com
 

Monday to Friday   9:00am - 5:30pm
Saturday      10:00am - 4:00pm
Closed Sundays and public holidays.

facebook.com/istorenz
twitter.com/istorenz

Yosemite public beta 2
The Yosemite Public Beta 2 came out, 
enabling iMessage screen sharing, 
updated icons for several apps, hard 
drives and system settings, and includes 
under-the-hood changes as the operating 
system gets closer to its official launch. 
iTunes 12 includes an updated interface, 
family sharing support, and new content 
organisation features.

Apple event countdown
Apple Timer helps you count the minutes 
until the next Apple event — Apple Timer 
is a new project born out of the success 
of last year’s WWDCTimer. The website 
provides a simple countdown clock for each 
upcoming Apple event, down to the second. 
Currently the site lists the September 9 
iPhone event and next year’s WWDC, but 

More Mac news is collated online
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More Mac news is collated online

Mac News Stock record ~ iOS battery & RAM apps ~ Day One ~ Diversity

Apple stock set record high
Shares of Apple Inc. set an all-time closing 
high on Tuesday, ending the day at $100.53 
per share, a gain of $1.37 (+1.38%), on 
heavy volume of 69.4 million shares trading 
hands. 
The previous closing record was $100.30 
per share, set on September 19th, 2012.

Apple and product deadlines
Former Apple User Experience designer 
and evangelist Mark Kawano recently 
penned an interesting piece detailing some 
of the lessons he learned during his 6+ 
year stint at Apple, namely that Apple does 
set internal product deadlines but has no 
hesitation in moving one back if there are 
problems.

Track iOS battery life on Macs
iBetterCharge uses iTunes Wi-Fi syncing 
to keep its finger on the pulse of your iOS 
device’s battery. You have four options for 
setting notification thresholds for the app. 
When your battery reaches 50, 20, 10, or 
5 percent of its capacity you’ll receive a 
notification on your Mac reminding you to 
plug your device into the charger. 
There’s a Windows version too, and it’s 
free.

Steve Ballmer leaves Microsoft
Nearly six months after Steve Ballmer 
handed over the reins at Microsoft, the 
former CEO on Tuesday announced he is 
also resigning from the company’s board, 
citing outside responsibilities (like a new 
role as owner of the Los Angeles Clippers 
which he bought after its racists owner got 
outed by his girlfriend).

Day One is so nice, you’ll 
actually keep a journal
Bloom Built’s superb Day One (Mac App 
Store link) makes keeping a journal easier 
than ever, thanks to smart features and 
a beautiful, welcoming interface. It costs 
NZ$12.99.

Memory Diag monitors RAM
Unless you’ve spent a bundle to max out 
your Mac’s RAM, there’s a good chance 
you’ve experienced the occasional OS X 
slowdown. Even with Mavericks’ smart 
memory management, apps can still leak 
precious resources, causing all but the 
newest Macs to feel downright sluggish at 
times. Memory Diag (pictured above) won’t 
necessarily take away these issues, but it’ll 
help you pinpoint your trouble, contain the 
problem and get back to work. It’s free – 
and a good addition to your menu bar, at 
least if you’re running Mavericks.

5 Apple Vice 
Presidents 
Apple significantly 
expanded 
the ranks of 
executives 
featured on its 
leadership page 
Friday. That page 
previously only  
featured Apple 
CEO Tim Cook 
and the company’s 
nine senior vice 
presidents. The 
added all report 
to CEO Tim Cook. 
It helps Apple’s 
diversity profile, 
which is 70% male 
and 55% white, 
but actually the 
diversity numbers 
in Apple’s report 
are, overall, more 
encouraging than 
those revealed 
in reports from 
other top tier tech 
companies.
Nick Heer of Pixel Envy put together some 
interesting charts comparing them.
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Apple Keynote 6.2.2 has ‘Stability Improvements’
Apple has released Keynote 6.2.2. The patch notes are 
particularly sparse, noting only that, “This update contains stability 
improvements and bug fixes.”
It is available through the Mac App Store as a 26.9MB download.

Adobe updates Creative Cloud
Apple recently seeded the latest Safari 7.1 and 6.2 beta 3 builds 
and OS X Server 3.2 to developers, asking testers to focus on 
AutoFill, Smart Search and extensions, among other new features.

effects tool 
Motion, 
Apple 
brings 
both up to 
speed with 
today’s FCP Blu-ray enhancements.

Parallels Desktop 10 added Yosemite support
The latest version of Parallels Desktop, which lets you tun Windows 
apps on Macs (pictured above), was announced on Wednesday. It 
brings a host of new features, including increased performance, 
better integration between guest and host OSes, and support for the 
forthcoming release of OS X Yosemite.

Apple releases Safari 6.1.6 and 7.0.6
Apple has rolled out updated versions of its Safari Web browser for 
OS X, bringing fixes for WebKit corruption issues and other security 
concerns.
According to the security release notes accompanying Apple’s latest 
Safari versions, the new software address a WebKit vulnerability 
that could allow for termination of arbitrary code after a user visits a 
malicious website. 
Safari 6.1.6 and Safari 7.0.6 are free downloads and can be 
accessed via Software Update. 
The new software is available for OS X 10.9.4 Mavericks, OS X 
10.7.5 Mountain Lion and OS X 10.7.5 Lion.

Updates Keynote ~ Adobe Creative Cloud ~ Apple pro updates ~ Parallels ~ Safari

Apple updates pro-level video suite
Apple rolled out a point update for its Final Cut Pro for Mac 
professional level video editing software including a bug fix for 
Blu-ray handling, which was also applied to new versions of 
Compressor and Motion.
Final Cut Pro version 10.1.3 also brings a few minor changes in 
clip and data handling, XML imports and automatic library backups, 
among other enhancements. 
The full list is in the App Store 
app under Updates. As for 
file output and encoding app 
Compressor and special 

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
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Apple support & 
AppleCare
Apple’s official support pages are 
comprehensive and cover all aspects 
of Apple hardware and software – 
it’s here.
Plus there’s Intro to the Mac and How Tos.
AppleCare: If you need your Mac fixed, look 
for an Apple licenced repair centre. 
People often ask me if they should buy 
AppleCare with their devices. 
Every new Mac has a one-year warranty 
and 90 days free phone support. 
AppleCare extends this all out to three 
years. Under NZ law, you are covered by 
the Consumer Guarantees Act against 
anything going wrong that comes down to 
parts failure within reasonable expectations 
(say, inside three years’ use), but be 
prepared to spend anxious time on the 
phone, sticking to your guns to get it fixed. 
However, this absolutely does pay off.
AppleCare is expensive, depending on the 
device, but it’s a replacement policy which 
covers you anywhere in the world. 

If you travel and you want full reassurance, 
and you can afford it, AppleCare is superb.

Mac Senior Net — ready to help
If you are aged 55 years or better and you 
use an Apple computer or device, Mac 
Senior Net is a wonderful resource.
 
Auckland: Mac Senior Net Auckland 
provides on-going Apple Mac and iDevice 
knowledge to help competency, learnt 
alongside others in similar situations. 
The Auckland Club holds monthly meetings 
in Howick, Bayswater and Remuera and 
provides lessons and talks very reasonably. 
Go to MSN Ak’s web page or email 
Marion Moffat.
Handy Absolute Beginners’ courses are 
also available at SeniorNet, including for 
iPads.

Christchurch: With over 565 members, 
this very active Apple-focussed group 
covers Christchurch with a dedicated lab – 
and caters to the city’s surrounds by running 
iPad sessions in rest homes.

Mac & iDevice training in 
Auckland 
You’re getting MagBytes and may be 
following my weekly Friday tips on Mac NZ 
– but I also run the Grey Lynn Sessions 
in Auckland (click on Training). This is the 
cheapest way to learn, at $40 per session in 
a friendly, group environment. A new series 
just started, finishing in October. Please 
email if you are interested in attending, as I 
only book a room when I can guarantee five 
attendees. The sessions are friendly, open 
to questions at all times and are backed up 
by handouts, and one is running now on 
Wednesday nights (7:30pm). 
I train (one-to-one at your home or 
workplace (in Auckland) for $85/hour. I also 
present to institutions (click on Training).
Please email Mark for more info.

Mac diagnostics
Your Mac has various diagnostic tools and 
routines available. If you think things are 
going awry, check the Help page on Mac 
NZ (click on Help at the top).

Mac help in the North 
Dave Boswell has been a reseller in 
Whangarei for 20 years and can assist. 
MacNorth Computers 09 433 9855,  
027 490 2332, or email Dave Boswell.

Mac Help Apple assistance
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iDevice news
10 must-have apps for University students
You can make the transition to university a lot smoother with some 
useful digital tools. The apps below will help you with everything 
from saving money to finding food to getting to class on time.

Writing Wizard makes writing appear like magic
Practicing letter forms can be quite a chore, but Writing Wizard 
makes it a magical experience anywhere. At NZ3.79 on the App 
Store, this universal app is a terrific value for your iPhone and/or 
iPad while children are kept engaged in the task of tracing using 
various methods of coaching and incentives.

Rumour abound for Apple’s September 9th event 
Apple’s manufacturing and component purchase commitments 
reached a record $15.4 billion last quarter, leading one analyst 
to tell investors on Monday that Apple is gearing up for a 
blockbuster fall with the launch of an ‘iPhone 6’ and rumoured 
‘iWatch.’ We’ll know all on our September 10th, so remember to 
check Mac NZ.
Another rumour says Apple is working on 16nm FinFET A9 chips, 
code-named ‘Phosphorous’.

Star Walk 2 mostly improves on the original
Star Walk 2 (NZ$3.79 plus in-app purchases) is a solid update from 
the original award winning Star Walk astronomy program. 
This new version has a re-designed interface with the look and 
feel of each element beautifully crafted and drawing you into the 
inner workings of the app.

Apple’s iPhone 5 battery swap program
Apple has announced a free replacement program for iPhone 5 
batteries after discovering certain units sold during a five-month 

period after the product’s launch in 2012 contain faulty components.

HealthKit is expanding the program
Apple is continuing to expand its circle of potential HealthKit 
partners with dialogues now happening with both Humana and 
UnitedHealth Group. 
Both companies are big-name health insurance providers, and 
the talks could mean Apple is hoping HealthKit will be part of the 
incentive programs carriers offer for subscribers who actively work 
to stay healthy.

Napa quake captured on sensor app
iPhone users with a Jawbone UP strapped to their wrist should be 
used to seeing pretty standard peaks and valleys on their sleep 
charts. 
Not so for many in Northern California – they were awoken by 
the rumblings of one of the largest earthquakes to hit the area in 
several decades (below) and you can see the consolidated data 
here.

Apps ~ HealthKit ~ September 9th ~ Napa ~ battery swap
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iDevice news
Fudget simplifies budgets
Fudget, currently free in the App Store and available for both the 
iPhone and the iPad running iOS 7.0 or later, is built for simplicity. 
This isn’t an app that’s loaded with features. It’s streamlined and 
focused on taking the complications out of managing your money.

91% of  Apple users run iOS 7, unlike Android
The latest mobile operating system statistics show that Google’s 
Android is more fragmented than ever, with three different 
versions of the platform representing two-thirds of all devices, while 
Apple’s latest version of iOS runs on 91% of iPhones and iPads.

The game Max Gentlemen
This has charted an odd, winding path to the App Store. Its 
creation was prompted by the subject line of a spam email before 
the game’s makers even had a proper studio formed, then took the 
form of a dating sim of sorts (that was put on hold), and was later 
turned into a hat-stacking game for a drinking-themed game jam, 
which led the game to be hosted in an arcade cabinet in a busy 
Chicago bar. It’s free and Universal.

Disney expands ‘Star Wars’ iOS franchise
After soft-launching in the Australian iOS App Store nearly two 
months ago, Disney Interactive’s Star Wars: Commander is now 
available everywhere. It brings real-time strategy Rebellion vs. 
Empire gameplay to Apple’s mobile devices. It’s free.

NodeBeat’s stunning visual music creation
NodeBeat describes itself as “the intuitive and fun visual music 
app for all ages.” The app, available on iPhone for NZ$1.29 and 
separately on iPad as NodeBeat HD for $3.79, uses visual 
“nodes” to build rhythms. Generator nodes send a pulse to its 

connected notes and the notes then emit sound. 
The more nodes you drag onto the screen, the more complex 
your rhythm will be. It sounds advanced, but the learning curve is 
delightfully minimal.

Panik assault alert app has social integration
Currently free, with in-app purchases, the Panik assault alarm app 
goes beyond the standard alerts and offers layers of security to 
keep you safe. Panik works on iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch 
running iOS 7.0 or later. If you live in a city and frequently travel 
by foot or public transportation, or you just generally have cause 
to worry about your safety, this may be of interest. It has lots of 
features including a shake to activate – best of all, you can connect 
the app with your Facebook and Twitter accounts, type in a distress 
message (or use the default message) and Panik will post that 
message plus your current location when you activate the app.

Apple Emmy for Misunderstood iPhone Ad
Apple’s holiday iPhone commercial, “Misunderstood,” scored an 
Emmy award for best commercial. The ad beat out two Super Bowl 
ads from Budweiser, along with ads from Nike and GE.
The commercial was created by TBWA\Media Arts Lab. In this case, 
they were strung together as a narrative showing a teenager acting 
in what seemed to be an anti-social nature, only to later show he 
was capturing video of his family to make a heartfelt family movie.

Water may not be the kiss of  death for an iPhone
Water and technology don’t mix. If you drop your iPhone in a lake, 
pond, toilet, or martini, there’s a fantastic chance it will end up being 
completely destroyed. 
But Rob Griffiths of Macworld discovered, sometimes all is not 
lost and rescue is possible.

Fudget ~ iOS 7 ~ Mac Gent ~ Star Wars ~ Panik ~ Emmy
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http://www.macworld.com/article/2465171/life-after-death-resuscitating-a-drowned-iphone-5.html
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POWER tO thE music

Logitech  
UE 9000
$599.90 RRP

Logitech  
UE 6000
$349.90 RRP

Logitech  
UE 4000
$149.90 RRP

Logitech  
UE Mobile  
Boombox
$149.90 RRP

Logitech UE 
Boombox

$349.90 RRP

Available from all leading electronics retailers

iPhone tips you may have forgotten – if  not, you’ll use them a lottips&tricks
1/ Reading in the dark while keeping the 
peace — This is for people who like to read 
in bed. Say your bedmate has turned off the 
lights and is ready for sleep but your glaring 
iPad is keeping them awake – however, 
your book is unputdownable. No problem. 
Just go to Settings>General>Accessibility, 
scroll all the way to the bottom of the screen 
and tap Accessibility Shortcut. Tap where it 
says Invert Colors.
Now return to your book and when the 
lights go out, triple-click the Home button. 
The screen turns black and the text, white; 
producing far less glare… this is also good 
for those late night flights when you can’t 
see.

2/ Speak the speech — Every iOS device 
can read to you (just like every Mac can). 
But you need to activate the facility – go 
back to Accessibility and enable the Speak 
Selection switch. Now go to an app that 
supports this feature (Safari is an example) 

and highlight some text, and tap Speak. 

3/ Inspect images more closely — In 
the Photos app, within albums, you see 
thumbnails of your images. But sometimes 
these thumbnails may not provide enough 
detail. There’s a quick way to preview them: 
tap on an image with two fingers and stretch 
them apart (below left). The image will grow 
larger. You can twist and turn it if you like. 
To return to the album, just pinch until the 
other thumbnails appear and take your 
fingers off the screen.

4/ Split the keyboard for thumb typing 
on iPad — If you’re a thumb-typer, pull up 
the iPad’s keyboard, place two fingers in the 
middle, and stretch them out to the left and 
right. You can now thumb type while holding 
the iPad. With the keyboard in its normal 
position, typing while holding an iPad is 
more difficult. [These four tips came from 
Macworld.]

5/ Don’t forget the Search box — If you 
find yourself looking for a song in an iPhone 
music library. There’s no obvious Search 
button, but in many of the iPhone’s and 
iPad’s core applications, including Mail, 
Contacts, Notes, Messages and Music, 
there’s a search box sitting quietly behind 
the title bar at the top of the screen.

To reveal it, all you have to do is pull down 
on the screen with your finger.
Some apps do have specific, always visible 
search – the Calendar, for example, has 
one in the shape of a magnifying glass, but 
the Photos app doesn’t have search at all.

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
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1/ Smart folders — When you perform 
a standard Finder search by pressing 
Command-F (which gives you way more 
options than typing something in the 
Spotlight menu, please note, while using the 
same search engine) or using the search 
bar in any Finder window, you can save a 
search. Just click the Save button in the 
top-right of the window. 
This saves the search as a Smart Folder 
which, when opened, will only show the files 
that match your search criteria. 
(You usually create smart folders by 
selecting New Smart Folder from the File 
menu.)

By default, when you add new criteria to 
a search, the Finder will do so with ‘And 
logic’, meaning that files must meet all 
the criteria to be included in the results. 
However, you might wish to specify files 
by excluding some criteria by using a ‘Not 
logical statement’.
Implement this advanced search logic by 
holding the Option key down when you click 
the plus button to add a new criterion. When 
you do so, the new criterion will appear with 
a second line before it, which gives you the 
option of Any, All, or None, to specify how 
the new criterion (or additional criteria) will 
be handled in the new search.

4/ Organise selected files into folders 
— Another common frustration is when 
you have too many files in a folder. You 
can always rearrange and resort the files 
with the Finder’s view tools. But it can be 
more useful to arrange related files into 
subfolders. One way to do this is to create a 
folder and then drag a selection of files into 
it. But it’s quicker to select the files you wish 
to group, right-click them, and then choose 
the New Folder Containing ## Items (where 
## is the number of items you’ve selected).
Right-clicking any selection of files in 
a given Finder window allows you to 
consolidate them within a new folder.
Unfortunately, this feature is limited to 

2/ Multiple search criteria — When 
performing Finder searches, you can use 
multiple criteria to narrow your search by 
clicking the Add button (+) at the top-right 
(next to the Save) then adding more criteria. 
You can use the drop-down to select 
specific metadata tags for narrowing your 
search; if you don’t see the ones you want 
in that list, you can also choose Other to 
choose from many, many more.

3/ Finder search logic — By holding the 
Option key when adding search criteria, you 
further refine your search by more complex 
logic.

Work faster in the Mac’s Finder, the primary interface app between you & your hardwaretips&tricks
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selected files within the current directory, 
so you can’t use it on search results that 
include files from multiple folders. The 
workaround: Run your search, then select 
and drag the results to a new folder.

5/ Reveal files with Spotlight — While 
Spotlight is the primary search option 
for OS X, you might find yourself using it 
only to find and open files directly in their 
default applications; many users forget that 
they can also use it to reveal files in the 
Finder. To do so, run your search, then use 
the arrow keys to highlight your desired 
file. Next, instead of pressing Return key 
alone, hold down Command key as you 
press Return. This opens a Finder window 
containing the file, and allows you to 
delete it, move it, open it in a non-default 
application, or otherwise manage the file 
directly.

Extra tip: Document path menus — If 
you’re tired of navigating 
your file-and-folder 
hierarchy the old-fashioned 
way (by clicking through 
parent-and-child folders 
in the Finder), there’s a 
quicker way to navigate: 
hold down the Control 
or Command key while 

Finder continued                                    The Home button on iOS devicestips&tricks
you click on the little file icon at the top of 
document or Finder windows (or just right-
click on it), and you get a drop-down with 
the file’s path. If you then click on one of the 
folders in that path, that folder will open in 
the Finder, with the appropriate child-item 
selected.
[These tips were taken – and edited from – 
Macworld.]
Extra extra — Actually, I personally prefer 
a Path button that just requires a single, 
normal click to do the same thing. You can 
add one, and choose from other options, 
by Control-Clicking on the Grey area at 
the top of the Finder window and choosing 
‘Customise’ from the pop-out menu. Just 
drag the Path button – and any other you 
fancy – up into your Finder window’s button 
bar and this adds the button to every Finder 
window you open from then on. While in this 
view, you can also remove, by drag-and-
drop, any button you don’t want in the tops 
of Finder windows.

While you’re at it, why not add a 1-click Path button and other features?

1/ Double-clicking the Home button — 
You need to double-click the Home button 
(that dished button on the from of every 
iPad, iPhone and iPod touch) to quit apps. 
Double-clicking it launches the running 
apps into smaller windows in the middle of 
your iPhone/iPad that you whizz up with 
your finger to actually ‘quit’ them, meaning 
they no longer use battery power, system 
resources and online data, so this is 
something you should be doing every day or 
two if you want longer battery life and more 
efficient data use.
So we need to be clear abut this: if you are 
playing a game, say, or looking at Maps, 
and you press the Home button to go back 
to the icon screen, you are NOT quitting the 
app. It’s still running, still using processor 
cycles, still using battery, and may still be 
push-pulling out into the online world (in 
other words, using data). Double-click the 
Home button and swipe to the left and 
you may be shocked to discover you have 
dozens, perhaps even hundreds of apps 

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
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If your iPhone 
is in a flat 
orientation, 
it acts as a 
3D bubble 
level for 
determining 
if a table 
or other 
surface is 
precisely 
level. 
Hold the 
iPhone up 
in either a 
portrait or 

landscape 
orientation, and it’s a 2D bubble 
level (above).
Put the iPhone on top of a picture frame, 
and you can quickly adjust a photo or 
painting until your obsessive-compulsive 
need to have it exactly straight is fulfilled.
When the level is perfectly flat or exactly 
level, it will turn green — a quick visual 
validation that you’ve tweaked the painting 
just enough to get it straight. 
If it’s even just the slightest amount off, the 
level will be black and will display the exact 
angle at which the picture is skewed.

iOS tips for the Home button, gestures – and help for picture hangingtips&tricks
running, and yes, this is one reason your 
battery is not lasting as long as it used to.

2/ Hard to double-click the Home button? 
No worries, as you can actually slow down 
the speed you need to double-click (or 
triple-click, as the case may be) the Home 
key. Tap Settings, General, Accessibility, 
then scroll all the way down and tap “Home-
click Speed” (it’s under the “Physical & 
Motor” setting).
Now, pick a new double-click speed from 
Slow or Slowest. When you tap a new 
option, your iPhone will buzz three times to 
give you an idea of how quickly (or slowly) 
you need to double-click.

3/ The iPad four-finger salute — There 
are three iPad-specific multitasking gestures 
that require at least four fingers. You toggle 
the iPad’s extra gestures on and off from 
the Settings screen.
The three gestures are optional, and you 
can toggle them on and off by tapping 
Settings, General, and then flipping the 
switch next to Multitasking Gestures, but 
they take advantage of the iPad’s larger 
screen real estate compared to iPhone.
To switch between iPad apps without 
double-clicking the Home button, as above 
under 1/, swipe up with four or five fingers 
to view the iPad’s multitasking display.

Now you can swipe left and right to view all 
the apps you have open, and tap the one 
you want to use or swipe (drag) it upwards 
to quit it.

4/ Swap from one app to another on the 
go, on iPad — Do the claw thing again with 
your fingers, then swipe from left to right or 
right to left with four or five fingertips.
The current app slides off the screen, to be 
smoothly replaced by the next one in line. 
You can also pinch to return to the iPad’s 
home screen as if you’d pressed the Home 
button. 
Put your finger tips on the iPad screen 
slightly spread apart, and then pinch them 
in. Have a try, you’ll get the hang of it.

5/ Use your iPhone as a level to hang 
pictures straight — Launch the Apple 
Compass app (or tell Siri to ‘Launch 
Compass’ if you don’t remember where you 
hid it), calibrate it by rolling the little red ball 
around by tilting the iPhone in all sorts of 
directions, then look down at the bottom of 
the display underneath where your latitude 
and longitude are.
You should notice two little white dots – 
these indicate there’s another screen you’re 
not seeing in the Compass app. Swipe 
the compass to the left, and a handy level 
appears.

 Every iPhone has the Compass app, which has a level

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
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Make folders on your Mac work better for you

Folders on the Mac: those you see in 
Finder and via Open and Save dialogue 
boxes have sidebars which I often describe 
as functioning ‘like a Dock for windows’ 
(the Dock being that strip of launch icons 
normally along the bottom of your screen, 
or maybe on the left or right depending on 
your Preferences).
If you can’t see this left-side Sidebar, click 
View from the Finder menu and select 
‘Show Sidebar’. If you want to get rid of 
it, while it’s visible the same menu item 
becomes Hide Sidebar.

1/ Add a folder to the favourites section 
— If you have a personal folder you’d like 
to appear in the sidebar, just select it with 

your mouse and drag it to the Favorites 
(sic) section of the sidebar — and when you 
do, make sure to place it between a pair of 
existing Favorites folders rather than inside 
of them.

2/ Remove a folder from your favourites 
— Right-click (or hold down the Control key 
on your keyboard and mouse/trackpad-
click) the folder you want to un-favourite, 
and select Remove from Sidebar.

3/ Customise the Sidebar items — Since 
Sidebar items are actually just shortcuts 
leading to real items (ie, like the Dock), 
in addition to key directories like your 
Applications and Movies folders, the 
sidebar can also display hard drives, DVDs, 
connected Internet servers and file ‘tags’ 
(which first appeared on OS X Mavericks), 
and other items.
To add or remove any of these items, click 
your desktop to make the Finder menu 
appear at the top of the screen, click the 
main Finder menu, select Preferences, click 
the Sidebar tab, then check or uncheck the 
various sidebar item options as you see fit.

4/ Rearrange your favourites — Just click, 
hold, and drag up or down to rearrange 
items in the ‘Favorites’ list of your sidebar. 
Make it work for you – that’s what your Mac 
is all about.

5/ Make the sidebar bigger, or smaller 
— Grab the sidebar’s right edge with your 
mouse and drag it one way to expand it, or 
the other to shrink it.

tips&tricks
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A couple of  lovely new cases for iPad offer extra protectionshiny&new
You may have seen the LifeProof cases 
for iPhone – they let you listen to music 
while you’re showering (the earbuds have a 
water-tight screw-in seal) and beyond that, 
actually let you swim underwater, although 
the screen touch doesn’t work when you are 
underwater – you have to get video rolling 
before you dive under, for example. 

nuude cover + stand for Pad Air
A folding case for reading, watching and 
typing, this case offers shock, dirt, snow and 
water protection too.  
It’s made from leatherette, and has a soft-
touch inner lining.

nuude for iPad Air 
The second new LifeProof case (right) 
offers even more shock, dirt, snow and 
water protection. Once safely encased, your 
iPad AIr is not just splashproof, but fully 
submersible to two metres. It seals an Air 
totally from dirt and dust, and likewise from 
snow and ice, and adds drop-protection to 
1.2 metres. 
Strangely, perhaps, it achieves all this 
without putting an additional screen over 
the iPad Air’s glass, sealing around its outer 
rim, so you are still touching the actual iPad 
screen for full gesture support. (There are 
also models to fit iPad mini.)

PRICES — LifeProof iPad Air Fre Cover + Stand (Available in Black and Grey) NZ $59.95
LifeProof iPad Air Nuud Cover + Stand (Available in Black and Grey) NZ$59.95
LifeProof iPad Air Hand & Shoulder Strap (Available in Black) NZ$49.95
LifeProof iPad Air Life Jacket (Available in Orange and Olive) NZ$69.95
LifeProof iPad Air Cradle  (Available in Black) NZ$69.95

Win!
If you have an iPad Air and you’d like to win one of these 
excellent cases, just go to the Mac NZ Facebook page and 
hit Like between now and the next MagBytes (which comes out on 
the last Thursday of next month). First prize is the nuude for 
iPad Air, 2nd is the cover + stand. I will notify and send to the 
2 winners by the end of the month
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